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INTRODUCTION
The objective of this program was to design, fabricate and characterize laboratory

versions of a high-speed, integrated-optic pipelined processor for evaluation of polynomial

functions. The program was carried out with the design and characterization portions performed

at Georgia Tech and the fabrication performed at Battelle-Columbus Laboratories, Columbus,

Ohio.

The concept of a Pipelined Polynomial Processor was first proposed by Verber et all; this

proposal included methods for implementing negative coefficients and negative or complex

solutions. This was later elaborated by Kenan and Verber 2 , where some applications are

discussed and design issues are brought forward. In particular, the issues of the scaling of

argument and coefficients are addressed along with questions about electronic support.

ORIGINALLY-PROPOSED DEVICE CONCEPT

The originally-proposed device is pictured schematically in Figure 1. In this device, the

polynomial

PN(X) - aNXN + aN. 1xN- i . ... + atx + a0

(aNx + a,(x + a- 2(x + ...+al(x + a,)))...) (i)

is to be evaluated using the synthetic division factorization indicated on the second line, which

breaks the evaluation into a series of amultiply by x, then add an as steps suitable for pipelining.

The coefficients a, are introduced by modulation of independent, mututally-incoherent', laser

diodes. The coefficient inputs are combined with the signal already progressing through the

device by surface gratings which we will call "adder' gratings. The argument of the polynomial,

x, is introduced through N electrooptic gratings, which we will call 'multiplier" gratings.

For discussions of architecture, this layout is adequate. However, this design is

impractical for actual implementation, since the Bragg angle for the adder gratings must be so

large that the grating p.eriod, and consequently, its angular acceptance range, is very small. This

makes placement of these gratings and the associated lenses critical, requiring a placement

By "mutuadly incoherent" we mean that no stationary interference pattern can result
from superposition of the beams. Thus, it is in principle possible to use a single source with
each coefficient frequency shifted sufficiently to average out the phase variations. This
would, however, place a limit on the operation speed of the device.
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a3  a2  al1 a

46

Figure 1. Schematic of original processor concept, using holographic surface gratings for adders
and electrooptic overlap gratings for multipliers.
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accuracy far beyond the current precision of integrated-optic fabrication. In addition,

surfacegratings are difficult to adjust in diffraction efficiency; the discussions in reference 2

show that extensive adjustments of both adder and multiplier gratings would be necessary in a

practical device. It was therefore decided to look for architectures that would allow opening the

angle at which the coefficients are introduced, thereby reducing the Bragg angle and increasing

the angular acceptance range. It was also decided to see if the adder periods could be reduced

sufficiently to make electroptic adder gratings practical, as these gratings are simple to adjust ii

efficiency.

The original concept also included electrooptic multiplier gratings of a kind that has come

to be called "overlap" gratings (a borrowing from holography), because the grating exists only in

the region of beam overlap. Electrooptic gratings are simple to adjust in efficiency, but the

overlap form of grating has two disadvantages:

(I) The placement of the electrodes in the overlap region is critical. There are N of these

gratings required, so easing the required precision of their placement is of extreme

importance.

(2) Overlap gratings produce diffracted outputs that have non-uniform profiles3 . This

nonuniformity in profile affects subsequent diffraction by both adder and multiplier

gratings. This is further complicated by the fact that the actual profile obtained depends

on the efficiency of the grating.

Both of these problems are allieviated by using the simpler grating forms analyzed by

Kogelnik 4 (and sometimes called 'Kogelnik' gratings). For transmission, these gratings ideally

would contain an infinite number of periods and a finite grating depth (length of the finger

overlap in electrooptic grating electrodes). In practice, we need only assure that the grating

contain enough periods to completely span the overlap region of the beams. The two kinds of

grating are illustrated in Figure 2. The total vertical extent of the Kogelnik grating must at least

accomodate the emphasized extent of the output beam. For this kind of grating, if the input

beam is approximately a uniform plane wave, then the output beam will also be approximately a

uniform plane wave. The width of the output beam is

W" - W + 2dsin(9B) (2)

Because 9B will be small for electrooptic gratings, the increase in width will also be small. For

LiNbO3 of index about 2.2, A= 784 Am and A - 5 jIm, OB ; 36 mrad, so a grating with finger
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(bEA
Figure 2. Illustration of grazing types. (a) an overlap grazing; (b) a Kogenaik grating. The output
beam boundaries are emphasized.
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overlap of d - I mm with a I mm input beam, the output beam will have its width increased by

about 72 Am. The required number of periods would then be

Np = 1,072/5 s 215 (3)

Because of the beam uniformity and noncritical alignment, these Kogelnik gratings were

selected for the processor.

CHANNEL-GUIDE ALTERNATIVE LAYOUT

The planar-waveguide layout for the processor is not the only option available. In

Figure 3 is illustrated one alternative, a channel-waveguide design that utilizes directional coupler

modulators for switching light among the channels. Other kinds of switching are possible, but

the directional coupler is the paradigm of this design. The channel device has a number of

advantages, provided ideal operation can be achieved. First, channelized devices allow easy

disposal of the Uight not coupled at a modulator; the light is simpiy ejected into the substrate and

absorbed there. Second, there is less opportunity for light to scatter from channel guides into

other parts of the processor, whereas in the planar guide, scattered light may cause noise.

Finally, a channelized device need take little heed of the anisotropy of the LiNbO3 crystal,
vhereas grating devices i.. t be designed to accomodate the anisotropy if y- or x-cut crystals are

used (for z-cut crystals, both TE and TM modes have effective indices that are independent of

propagation direction).

The advantages of channelized arcitectures are not of an essential character, i.e., they are

good to have, but not necessary to fabrication of a processor with good operating characteristics.

On the other hand, one disadvantage of these devices is the critical fabrication required to obtain

tl ! desired range of coupling efficiencies. Directional couplers are very sensitive to errors in

both the achieved effective index in the separated channels and the correct placement of the
electrode structures. Another disadvantage is the length of the device required, not to achieve

the coupling needed, but to bring the channels together and to separate them after the coupling.

The final, and decisive, disadvantage is that the Battelle staff have extensive experience in

fabrication of planar waveguides and with fabrication of electrode struiitures of small period

upon them. There was a high-level of confidence in their ability to fabricate, successfully, a

polynomial processor in a planar configuration. Their experience with channel guides was

significantly less extensive. Our confidence in both our ability to design and their ability to
fabricate a successful channelized processor was much lower. te planar design was therefore

chosen.
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Figure 3. Schematic of a channelized version of the processor, using directional coupler modulators
for light switching.
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OVERALL SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

In addition to the design of the modulators and the beam-splitters, we must also consider

the characteristics of the lenses and the light sources and the constraints which they place upon

the remainder of the system before selecting a final design. This discussion is unified by

concentrating attention upon the divergence of the guided beams and then establishing

relationships among the various components in terms of this divergence.

Diffraction Limit

The fundamental constraint upon beam diffraction is given by

o if - ()b n,f)/w (3)
where

= free-space laser wavelength

nw =effective index of the guided light

w = minimum width of the guided beam.

For Sharp laser diodes, = 0.78 Am. We can approximate the mode index as the material index

for LNO which is in the range 2.2-2.3, depending upon the polarization. If we initially take w

I mm, then

edaf -j 0. 3 5 mrad.

.GRATING CONSIDERATIONS

Basic Gratina Eauations

Grating diffraction in the Bragg regime is described by coupled-wave solutions derived

by Kogelnik 4 . The appropriate solutions for our use are those for lossless transmission gratings.

The efficiency is given generally by

?7 = L sinz[V / + + (4)

where P and f are dimensionless parameters given by

V = 'rid/[Acos(OB) ]  (5)

= d/2cos(g) (6)

and where the "dephasing" factor, t , is

, - 24sin(9) - sin(OB)I/A (7)
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Braea Regime Diffraction Criteria.

The equations of the last paragraph describe diffraction in the Bragg regime, but leave

unspecified any criterion for Bragg-regime diffraction. This is provided by the parameter p,

called the Nath parameter and given by
p - ( 'A)2 /(nonj) (8)

where >0 is the optical wavelength in vacuum, A is the grating period, no is the average refractive

index in the grating region, and n1 is the refractive index modulation depth that comprises the

grating. In an integrated optic system, no is the effective refractive index of the guided mode.

Bragg operation is generally achieved if p is large; a practical choice is p > 10. It can be shown s

that the higher-order diffracted beams are reduced relative to the first-order beams by a factor

of approximately P. Hence, requiring p >- 10 will guarantee less than about 1% in higher-order

diffracted beams.

p does not depend directly upon the grating depth, d. However, the polynomial evaluator

requires that the grating efficiencies be set at specific values, and the Bragg efficiency of a

grating depends on the product of n1 and d. This introduces a coupling among the choices for

n1, d and p. We have at Bragg incidence, where = 0,

r7B si 2(y) (9)

If the efficiency is specified, then we will have

p = xAd/[, 2nocOs(#B)sin-1(V,§) (10)

which now has an explicit dependence on d. For our application, A, A no and, therefore, OB , are

fixed by a variety of other considerations. Hence, to achieve p >_ 10 with a uniform d, we need to

have

d > pfA~noCos(OB)sin"I(Vl,nx)/(7rA) (11)

where 'IB.mx is the largest required diffraction efficiency. Choosing 77B,m" to be I is a safe

choice. For A- 784 Am, no  2.2 and p = 10, we find (setting cos(OB) 2 1) d = 322 Am for - 6

/Am and d = 223 Am for 1 = 5 Mm. It will generally be advisable to choose larger values than

these to ensure more complete suppression of the higher-order diffracted beams.

Gratine Requirements

To get an estimate of the utility of the diffraction limit as a design criterion, we assume

that all of the gratings will be formed photolithographically and ask what the acceptance angle of
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a typical grating will be. Gratings with period A - 3.5 jm can be fabricated; however, there is
some question as to the ability of the maskmaker to fabricate masks containing several 3.5 pm
gratings and of our ability to replicate such masks. We therefor assume a design limit of A -

5 Am (we will ultimately choose periods of about 5 Ar. and 6 pm) and take the grating width
(finger overlap),d, to be 1.0 mm. Using the express;on

Ae- A/d, (12)

we find that the acceptance angle is 5 mrad. This is much larger than the diffraction spreading of

a I mm-wide beam (0.4 mrad). Consequently we can use narrower beams if necessary and we
can design other elements to a 4 mrad tolerance without excessive grating loss. Further, we adopt

3 mrad as an initial estimate of the upper limit of the beam divergence which can be tolerated
from any other source.

Since the modulators have to operate on several wavelengths simultaneously, we must also
look at the effect that the wavelength variation among the lasers has upon the modulator

operation. The range of wavelengths accepted by a thick grating is

= 2n(.-, d)cose (13)

,,gain using the values .1 = 5 Am and d = 1.0 mm we find that

A = 110 nm. (14)
Examination of Table I, page 17, shows that there should be no difficulty in selecting lasers with

a wavelength variation much smaller than this value.

It is important to realize that the various grating parameters are not entirely at our
disposal. In particular, the characteristics of the processor dictate what the diffraction

efficiencies of the gratings must be. This places a restriction on the values of the grating

parameters. The efficiency is determined by the parameter z/, which involves the grating depth,
d, and the index modulation amplitude, n1. The electrooptic effect relates this modulation

amplitude to the applied voltage (V), the grating period (A), and material parameters. The
requirement that p > 10 gives us another relation constraining n,, .u and A. When all these are

combined and we choose 77m. = I, we obtain the relation

p = 0.709(d/.12 ) > 10 (15)

or, approximately,

d > 14.1AZ (16)
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where we have used the material parameters of LiNbO., the wavelength ) - 0.78 jum, and have

assumed that the Bragg angle of the grating is small, so cos(%) a 1. When the choices discussed

earlier are used (A. u 6 1m, d ; 1.0 mm), we find p ; 19.7, a very acceptable value.

Laser Characteristics

Ten Sharp laser diodes, four of which will be used in the processor, were purchased. The

relevant laser characteristics are listed in Table I along with the values of beam divergence

parallel and perpendicular to the junction and the laser wavelength. The output of the diodes is

linearly polarized with the E-vector parallel to the plane of the junction. To minimize coupling

losses we orient the laser with the plane of

the junction perpendicular to the plane of Table I. Data for Sharp Laser Diodes

the waveguide, thus using the minimum

divergence angle for coupling. This choice LD (No. (urn) (Deg) (Deg)
has two consequences.

1. The modes in the waveguide will be 172 0.893 11.07 33.60
173 0.781 10.39 32.91

TM modes. 174 0.783 10.52 35.80

2. The device will be more compact 175 0.783 10.65 32.96
176 0.783 11.48 36.06.since the larger of the two angles is the 177 0.783 11.25 35.00

one which relates to the beam divergence 178 0.782 11.21 34.86
179 0.777 10.16 32.10

in the waveguide. 180 0.778 10.78 33.06
The data in Table I have been 181 0.781 11.19 32.88

182 0.782 10.06 33.87
ordered according to the values of ePERP, 183 0.782 11.44 34.77
which is the divergence angle of the light

in the plane of the waveguide. The

minimum angular spread for four lasers is 0.18 degrees which is the spread for lasers numbered

175, 176, 180, and 174. This angular spread will result in a 1.4 mrad variation in the divergence

angle in the waveguide, which is well within the range of acceptance angles of the gratings. The
wavelength spread for these four lasers is 5 nm which is also well within the acceptable range.

We will assume that we will always be able to obtain sets of lasers with a divergence angle

variation of less than 0.20 degrees (in air) or 1.6 mrad in the waveguide, and with a wavelength

variation of less than 5 nm.
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Lens Characteristics
The beam divergence in the waveguide is the divergence in air divided by the mode

index, or approximately 0.25 rad. To convert this diverging beam to a 1 mm-diameter collimated

beam requires an f/4 lens.

We will now calculate the accuracy to which an f/4 lens must be fabricated to collimate a

beam to within + 3 mrad and will also investigate the collimation error which will result from the

variation in the laser divergence. We refer to Figure 4 where:

f - design focal length

- combined error in lens focal length and position

0 1/2 source divergence angle - 0.13 rad (in waveguide)

6 shift of extremal ray at center of lens

a departure from true collimation.

From Figure 4 it can be seen that

tan a - S/f = (e/f)tan @. (17)

The requirement that a < 3 mrad means that (e/f) must be less than 0.023 or that the combined

fabrication errors must be less than 2.3%. We believe that it will be possible to fabricate leases to

this accuracy.

Equation (17) can also be used to calculate the effects of the spread in the laser

divergence upon the degree of beam collimation. Differentiating with respect to O we get

da - (/f) sec 2O sec'2a dO (18)

or

da - e,/f d . (19)

If we assume a 2% fabrication error, then e/f - 0.02, and we see that a 0.36 degree spread in the

laser divergences will result in a 0.008 degree error in the beam divergence. This is well within

tolerable limits. The variation in laser divergence angle can therefore be ignored.

Substrate Orientation

There are several factors which can be considered in selecting the substrate orientation

and the orientation of the pipeline upon the substrate. Among these are utilization of the

maximum electrooptic coefficient, minimization of optical damage, and the operating

requirements of the various integrated optical components. The most stringent requirement at this

stage is set by the lenses. There are two types of lens being considered for the final version of

the processor, an As,S 3 Luneberg lens and a TIPE (titanium indiffused proton exchanged) mode
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-index lens. The proton-exchange process Table 11. Summary of System Choices

alters only the extraordinary index of

refraction of the lithium niobate. Since the Substrate orientation: z-cut
Diffraction spread for I mm beam: 0.35 mrad

laser characteristics dictate TM polarization, (in waveguide)
the TIPE process further restricts us to z-cut Beam spread design limit 3 mrad (in

waveguide; based on grating
crystals. In order to preserve the option of requirements)

using TIPE lenses, z-cut substrates were used Waveguide modes: TM (extraordinary)
Available laser wavelength: 782 ± 2.5 nm

for this design. Available laser beam divergence: 33.24 ± 0.10

A summary of the choices resulting degrees (0.58 ± .002 rad) (in air)
Available divergence range: ± 1.0 mrad (in

from these system considerations is displayed waveguide)

in Table II. Allowable laser wavelength spread: ± 79 nm
(based upon grating requirements)

Allowable lens fabrication tolerance: 2.3%

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

DESIGN LAYOUT OPTIONS

Two basic options for the device layout were examined. These options both represent a

departure from the layout of Figure I in that the coefficient beams are introduced from the left

end of the substrate in order to open the beam angies and reduce the Bragg angle of the "adder"

gratings. This reduction of Bragg angles makes the fabrication tolerances for the placement and

focal length of the lenses less stringent, bringing them to within the current technology for both

Luneburg lenses and for the favored "TIPE" lenses.

A second departure from Figure I is the use of simple, unslanted gratings for both

multipliers and adders. This reflects our decision to use Kogelnik-style gratings for multipliers

instead of overlap gratings. This choice also allows more compact design.

The following is intended as a brief description of these options, will appear in the next

report. The design options are as follows:

Option 1:

Coefficients are entered from above the system axis (SA) at a simple polished face of the

substrate and impinge on equally-spaced "adder" grating elements, where they are

incorporated into the signal stream. This is illustrated in Figure 5. In this layout, the

separation of the sources along the sloped input edge must be large enough to

accommodate their coupling into the waveguide. Alternate adder gratings are tilted
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relative to the SA, with slightly differing tilt angles, and have different periods. The

multiplier gratings in both options are upright and have a single period.

Option 2:

Coefficients are entered alternately from above or below the SA at a compound polished

face of the substrate and impinge on equally-spaced ladder* grating elements. This is

illustrated in ?. In this option, separation of the sources to accommodate coupling is

easier, since alternate sources are 'missing' on both input slopes. Alternate adder gratings

are tilted, alternately, relative to the normal to the SA, but all have the same period.

Multiplier gratings, as in Option 1, are upright and have a single period.

Two critical questions needed to be amswered about these options:

* "How closely can the adder and multiplier gratings be spaced?*

* 'How small can the Bragg angles be made?'

Close spacing of the elements has a direct impact on the device length, limited by crystal

availability to about 75 mm, maximum. One immediate consequence of this consideration was

the abandonment of the use of so-called 'overlap' gratings - gratings that just fill the diamond-

shaped overlap region where two beams intersect. These gratings tend to be wasteful of crystal

area when electrooptic gratings (as in the multiplier gratings) are involved, because of the small

Bragg angles. Furthermore, the alignment problem is considerably aggravated if these gratings

are used. Where small Bragg angles are contemplated, simple, unslanted gratings are more

desirable, since the depth (length of the fringes or overlap of the electrode fingers) of these

gratings is controllable independently of other device design parameters.

Small Bragg angles for the gratings generally result in less stringent alignment and

manufacturing precision for lenses and because achievement of very small Bragg angles would

allow use of all-electrooptic gratings, the grating alignment would be accomplished by the

maskmaker. Once a suitable mask were available, all device samples would be correctly aligned

in fabrication.

OPTION I ANGULAR RELATIONS

In Option 1, all coefficient beams are introduced from above the SA. The signal beam

zig-zags above and below the axis at angles OBM (Bragg angle for Multiplier gratings). As a

result, alternate adder gratings (Bragg angle: OBA) have different periods (since they must

accomplish different deflections of the coefficient beams to introduce them into the signal

stream. They are also tilted at different angles with respect to the normal to the SA.

The odd-numbered adder gratings deflect the coefficient beams into a downward leg of

the zig-zag signal path, as illustrated in Figure 7. We see that

a = 2A (O D D) 9 BM (20)
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and that these adders are tilted by the angle

OA(O D D ) - [0 + OBM]/ 2

M 8BA + OBM (21)

with respect to the normal to the SA.

The even-numbered adder gratings deflect the coefficient beams into an upward leg of

the zig-zag signal path, as illustrated in Figure 8. Here,

0  29BA (E VEN) _ 9 BM (22)

and the adders are tilted at the angle

OA(EVEN) - (60 - 9BMI/ 2

= 0BA -8OM (23)

with respect to the normal to the SA.

OP-7ON 2 A-N4_IJrLAR RELATIONS

The angular relations for Option 2 are similar to those of Option 1, but are slightly
simpler. The coefficient beams are introduced alternately from above (odd-numbered beams)

and from below (even-numbered beams)the SA, while the signal beam zig-zags across the axis, as

in Option I. The alternating directions for the coefficient beams, combined with the zig-zag

path of the signal beam, lead to adder gratings that all having the same period and that

alternately tilt to the right and to the left by a constant angular magnitude, relative to the normal

to the SA.
There are two ways to arrange the adder gratings in this option: 1) both the signal beam

and the coefficient beam are direcved away from the SA; and 2) one beam is directed towards the
SA and the other is directed away. Case 2) leads to a larger Bragg angre for the adders (smaller

grating period).

Case I (Figure 7)

The relationship between go and the Bragg angles is

go = I9 BA + 0BM (24)
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(as for the odd-numbei ed adders in Option 1). The adder gratings are tilted relative to the

normAl to the SA by the angle

= [80 + #BMI/2

= OBA + OBM (25)

with the odd-numbered gratings tilted CW and the even-numbered ones tilted CCW.

Case 2 (Figure 81

00 and the Bragg angles now have the connection

00 - 28BA - OGM (26)

and the tilt of the adder gratings is given by

= BA - GBM (27)

We see at once that if the multiplier and adder gratings have the same Bragg angle, then the

adder gratings are not tilted. This has a significant advantage from the viewpoint of photolitho-

graphic mask fabrication because the electrode mask would not involve angles. However, in this

configuration, any stray beam striking any grating would do so at Bragg incidence. Hence, one

would require complete separation of beams between stages, thus lengthening the device. Small

Bragg angles (as required in all-electrooptic devices) then lead to longer devices.

These angular relations connect the grating periods and the zig-zag path of the signal

beam, for both options, to the single angle, do, between the coefficient beams and the SA. Once

do is chosen, the angular relationships restrict the range of periods that can be used. Tbe

restrictions on periods that occur because of photolithographic limitati6ns then impose further

restrictions. In the final case discussed, of course, 0. is just equal to the common Bragg angle of

the gratings, and no further choices are available.
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DESIGN OF THE PHOTOMASK
The critical design task of the project is the design of the photomask. The design choices

were made in light of the discussions above, and were based upon the selection of Layout

Option 2 with 'Kogelnik'-style electrooptic gratings used throughout. The design was also based
upon the use of a TM mode, propagating in a z-cut crystal of maximum dimension about 75 mm.

This mode and crystal cut reflects the future need to butt couple laser diodes to the waveguide

and to leave open the choice of TIPE lenses for future designs.

SELECTION OF GRATING PARAMETERS

Selection of !grating Periods.

The grating periods were chosen under three constraints:

(1) There is a photolithographic limit to reliable fabrication of these gratings. We set the

minimum period at 5 Am.

(2) The period of the multiplier grating has a strong effect on the overall length of the

device; the effect of the adder-grating period is of second order, and may be neglected.

(3) The maskmakers informed us that the tilt angles of the gratings could be specified only to

the nearest 0.1', and that the finger widths should be specified only to the nearest 0.1

Am. Further, the gratings were to be made by repetition of the pattern for a single
"finger', and the positioning accuracy during this assembly of a grating reticle was given

as 0.01 pm.

The first of these merely constrains the range of periods available, and is easily

accomodated. The second item is a result of the constraints imposed by proper handling of the

undiffracted beams. This is discussed under the heading 'Management of Undiffracted Beams"

in the section 4System Considerations', presented earlier. There, it was found that the spacing

between sources, S (recall that S is defined relative to Option I) must satisfy

S > (2R+I)(W + h)/4 (28)

where R = 1 A/14 W is the beam width, and h is ti-e larger of hM and hA. The device size is

approximately 4S/cos(WO), where , is the angle made by the source line and the system axis; ,'

x, 2 - (9 + 9M). Inserting :his into the constraint on S gives

Ltota _ (W + h)/9,M (29)
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which depends only on 6M . If we set AM = 5 m, W - I mm and h - 1.2 mm (the actual final

final design values), we find for A= 784 nm & n = 2.2 the device length of 61.7 mm, close to the

final value of 58.4 mm, the difference being attributed to the weak dependence on OA .
From this, it is apparent that small multiplier periods are desirable, but that the adder

period can be relaxed somewhat, to allow for more reliable fabrication.

The third constraint, imposed by the maskmaker, means that we cannot use arbitrary

periods for the gratings. If we take A - 5 pm for the multiplier gratings and A = 6 pm for the

adder gratings as nominal design targets, then the finger widths for the multipliers will be 1.25
p m. This can be adjusted to 1.2 or 1.3 pm; then the spaces between the fingers can be adjusted
in the opposite way (to 1.3 or 1.2 &m) to preserve the period. The restriction on the positioning
accuracy of 'fingers' to assemble a grating reticle restricts the period specification to only the
nearest 0.02 pm, because one finger and one space makes only half of a period.

The restriction on angular positioning means that the tilt of an adder, 9 = BM + OBA, can
be specified only to 0.10. Since it was desired to place a fiducial mark along the source line, at
angle 0 - 2 9 BA + #BM, this angle, too, could only be specified to 0.10, resulting in the overall

requirement that each Bragg angle should be specified individually only to this accuracy.
"These maskmaker's restrictions were accomodated by constructing a table of grating

periods, rounded to the nearest 0.1 pm, for Bragg angles in the range 1.70 to 2.10 in increments
of 0.10. Then, starting from the nominally-desired Bragg angle, the corresponding period was
found in the table, and the actual Bragg angle was re-calculated for comparison to the nominal
one. Agreement to within a few mili-degrees was required and obtained for all designs. The
final design parameters selected are displayed in Table III

MANAGEMENT OF UNDTFFRACTED BEAMS

We can now proceed to a design based on the use of electrooptic gratings throughout and

on the overall system analysis presented earlier in this report. Our first task is to derive relations

that will allow us to trace the coefficient and signal beams, as well as the undiffracted beams
resulting from them, through the whole device. Since the devices of order one, two and three
will be based upon the same basic design, we work with the largest prdposed device, which has

four adders and three multipliers. Using Option 2, Case 1, we see that

90 = Z#BA + 9BM (30)

We define the following quantities (we take the origin of coordinates to lie at the left end of the

SA, at the edge of the crystal):

XAi= x-coordinate (along SA) of center of adder * i

X%6 x-coordinate (along SA) of center of multiplier *i
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Table III. Final Device Parameters

General Data:

Operating Wavelength 0.783 psm
Crystal Cut z-cut
Mode and Propagation Direction TM, x-propagating
Substrate Index 2.1784
Surface Index 2.1834
Superstrate Index (Buffer Layer) 1.5
Effective Index of Guided Mode 2.1799
Electrooptic Coefficient 3.05x' s Um/V
Fill Factor 0.3

Multiplier Grating Data:

Bragg Angle 2.0 deg
Period 5.14 tpm
Depth (Finger Overlap) 1.00 mm
Height 1.20 mm
Nath parameter @100% d.e. (216.75 V) 27

Adder Grating Data:

Bragg Angle 1.7 deg
Period 6.06 jm
Depth (Finger Overlap) 1.00 mm
Height 1.20 mm
Nath parameter @ 100 % d.e. (l9.65V) 20

Grating Placement Data:

Spacing between adder gratings on S.A. 15.76 mm
Center of first adder on SA (A ) 10.628 mm
Center of second adder on SA ?A2) 26.389 mm
Center of third adder on SA (A1) 42.150 mm
Center of fourth adder on SA (A0 ) 57.911 mm
Tilt angle of adder gratings ±3.70 deg
Vertical offset of multiplier gratings ±0.551 mm
Center of first multiplier grating (M ) 18.509 mm
Center of second multiplier grating (MvI) 34.270 mm
Center of third multiplier grating (Ml) 50.031 mm

Source Spacing Data:

Position of first source (S.) 1.00 mm
Spacing between sources 2.96 mm

YMi - y-coordinate (from SA) of center of multiplier *I

S spacing between coefficient beams that would obtain for Option 1.

S1 = position of i-th coefficient source, measured from origin along perpendicular to the

coefficient beams;
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S1=S 3 +S; S,=-S; SO =-2S (31)

hA - height of an adder grating (number of periods times the length of a period)

hM = height of a multiplier grating (number of periods times the length of a period)

w = the width of the optical beam

We then have that AX - S/sin(9o) is the distance between the adder grating centers, and that

XAi M XA3 + (3-i)AX, i=0,1,2,3 (32)

with

X -- S31/sin(8o) (33)

Also,

X i - (Xi + XAi 1)/2 (34)

YMi - ;AXsin(9BM)/ 2  (35)

The sign of y is positive for even i, negative for odd i.

Continuing along these analytical lines, we display the equations of the centerlines of the

various beams. These are not strictly necessary for our present purposes, since we are here

concerned mainly with deriving geometrical constraints to minimize re-diffraction of stray

beams. However, they will be useful for later calculations.

Coefficient Beams;

Ci: y () i [x - XAi tan(O0) (36)
(x -:! Sisin(8O), i-1,2,3,4)

Undiffracted Coefficient Beams (indicated by a prime, )

Ci': Same equations as above, with x -e XAj (37)

Si2nal Beam:

y - YM= +Ix- 3 I tandM) if XA3 _xS X, (38)

y - YM2 -= x-.2 tan(M) if XM3 5 'x- _ XM1 (39)

y - YM l= + 'x-:ltan(dM) if x > XM1 (40)

Undiffracted Signal Beams:

Y - Y = () [x-XMi ] tan(OBM) with x > XMi, i-1,2,3 (41)

The allowable x-ranges for the signal beams actually overlap; this has no real significance.

These equations describe the centerline of the beams. To obtain the upper (lower) limits

of the beams, we simply add (subtract) half of the beam width (w) from the YM or the Yi, as
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appropriate. We can now systematically examine each beam as it progresses through the device
and determine which gratings it impinges upon, the angle of incidence and the fraction of the
beam width involved.

Re-diffraction of Stray Beams
The coefficient input beams, upon encountering the adder gratings, are only partly

diffracted into the signal beam. Similarly, the signal beam, upon encountering a multiplier
grating, is only partly diffracted as the signal beam changes direction. The undiffracted beams
resulting from these encounters represent potential problems, as they may continue on to
encounter later gratings of the system and be partially diffracted or scattered into the signal
beam. Such accidental re-diffractions or scatterings of the 4waste' light energy must be
eliminated to avoid erroneous results. In this section, we examine this possibility and ways to
avoid it.

There are only four directions in which a waste beam may progress, namely, :0o for the
coefficient beams and ±OBM for the signal beam. We denote these beams as follows:

C +" is a coefficient beam remnant, progressing at angle +6o;

C_' is a coefficient beam remnant, progressing at angle -0;

S +" is a signal beam remnant, progressing at angle +0 BM;
S" is a signal beam remnant, progressing at angle -0EM.

Adder Gratings

We recall that for Option 2, Case I, the (even/odd] adder gratings are tilted by
±(9BA + 9BM) relative to the normal to the SA; and that go - _9BA + IBM. Thus, stray beams

impinging on an adder grating strikes it at the following angles of incidence:

C': ± (2 9BA + 9BM) t (OBA + IBM) (42)

S I - 0BM ± (9BA + IBM) (43)

For both sets, the combinations having opposite choices of signs lead to incidence at ±0BA- These
correspond to a C' beam from an odd (even)-numbered adder impinging upon another odd

(even)-numbered adder or to a S' beam from an odd (even)-numbered multiplier impinging upon
an odd (even)-numbered adder grating. In both cases, there is an intervening even (odd)
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numbered adder grating which may intercept the stray beam, but cannot diffract it efficiently',

because the angles are so large. To understand this, consider the case where the adder and
multiplier gratings have the same period. In that case, the like-sign combinations give 58B and
39B angles of incidence. These beams are deflected weakly by - 2 9B (to good approximation); so,
they emerge at approximately at 38B and 9B, respectively--they do not change sense from aup" to
'down'. Hence, the direct, first-order diffraction orders are weak and not in the signal
direction. Second-order diffraction terms would emerge, after deflection by -48B, at +OB and -

OB , respectively, exactly in the signal beam. This points up the importance of having the Nath
parameter, p, as large as feasible. A value of 20 reduces the second-order beams by a fa,.tor of
about 400; since these orders must compete for light with the first-order terms, having p-20

effectively removes them from consideration.

Multiplier Gratings

For the multiplier gratings, the undiffracted beams always impinge on other multiplier
gratings at the Bragg angle, so the undiffracted light from a multiplier grating must clear the
following multiplier gratings entirely. Undiffracted light from adder gratings cannot strike

multipliers at Bragg incidence.

DESIGN CONSTRAINTS: LAYOUT

It is a simple geometrical exercise to calculate the dimensional restrictions that must be
imposed to avoid re-diffraction of waste beams. When all-electrooptic gratings are used, Bragg
angles will be small, and small-angle approximations can be used, making the results especially

simple. The procedures follow below. These calculations neglect the thickness (d) of the
gratings. The 'exact" results would be slightly modified from those given below if d were

accounted for, but the small-angle results would be the same.

Adder Gratings

Stray light from odd (even)-numbered adder gratings that impinges on another odd
(even)-numbered adder grating must propagate a total distance of 2AX at an angle of 0., with

AX - S/sin(O) (44)

Hence, to clear the second grating, the beam width, grating height and source spacing must be

related by

There could be some random scattering from the grating if there is no buffer layer
between the guide and the electrodes; very little of this light should be scattered directly
into the signal beam.
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2AXtan(9O) > (W/cos(Oo) + hA/COSOBA+8BM))/ 2  (45)

or, for small angles

S > (W + hA)/ 4  (46)

This will be easily reached for realistic values of W and hA.

Stray light from an odd (even)-numbered multiplier grating that impinges on an odd

(even)-numbered adder grating must traverse 3A/2 at the angle OBM. We must also remember

that the multiplier gratings are offset from the SA by ±AXian(#BM)/ 2 . Hence, we must have

AXzan(9BM)/ 2 + 3 AXtan(8BM)/ 2 > (hA + W/COS(OBM)}/ 2  (47)

or, for small angles,

S > (2R+l)(W + hA)/ 4  (48)

where

R - BA/#BM (49)

is the Bragg-angle ratio, which will be nearly 1. This restriction is a little more severe than the

one found above, but is easily met also.

Multiplier Gratings

The requirement that the multiplier gratings have no stray signal beams impinging on

them is

2AXtan(OBM) > (hM W/COS(6 BM)}/ 2  (50)

or, for small angles,

S > (2R+ 1)(W + hm.)/4, (51)

similar to the second constraint for the adder gratings, with hA replaced by hM. The factor of 2

on the left-hand side of this equation results from the offset of the multiplier gratings.

We can conclude that meeting the geometrical constraints for best stray beam management

will not be difficult.
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FABRICATION ISSUES

PRELIMINARY FABRICATION STUDIES
As a preliminary step to fabrication, a small amount of time was spent

photolithographically generating diffraction gratings on lithium niobate waveguides using arsenic
trisulfide (As.S.), aluminum, and chrome. The gratings were experimentally examined to
determine the diffraction efficiency for the various samples. This information was intended to
assist in determining the material requirements for the diffraction gratings within the processor.
The following discussion provides a brief description of the grating design parameters.

Gratina Evaluation Experiments

Six TiLiNbO3 waveguides were fabricated on Y-cut and Z-cut samples using the
following trial fabrication parameters:

Titanium Thickncso. 280 Angstroms
Diffusion Te-,r rature: 1020 C
Diffusion ", jr -: 5 hours
Out-dif', * 'a Suppression: 0.5 SCCM FLOWING 02

In additior, to the flowing 0., the out-diffusion of lithium was further suppressed by placing two
boats ,f lithium niobate powder within the tube furnace in proximity with the samples during
dif,",sion.

After the planar waveguides were completed the surfaces were coated with the grating

materials. Table IV lists the grating materials applied to the LiNbO3 waveguides.

An existing photolithographic

mask was used to generate the diffraction Table IV. Fixed Surface Grating Sample Parameters

gratings in the surface materials. The

mask consists of 0.875 micron lines Guide Crystal Cut Grating Material

separated by 0.875 micron spaces. The

lines were one millimeter long and the PP-Y-1 Y-CUT 1500 A As,S 3PP-Y-2 Y-CUT 1000 A ALUMINUM
grating aperture was 7 millimeters in PP-Y-3 Y-CT 1000 A CHROME
length. Standard photolithographic PP=Y=4 Y-CUT 1000 A CHROME

ZZ-6 Z-CUT 1000 A ALUMINUM
techniques were used to generate two ZY-6 Z-CUT 1500 A As.S 3

grating patterns on each waveguide, with

the gratings set perpendicular to one another. This allows the measurement of diffraction
efficiency of light propagating approximately parallel to each of two crystal axes.

The diffraction efficiency of each grating was measured using a HeNe laser (A= 632.8
nm) with both TE and TM polarization. Table V summarizes the results of the diffraction
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efficiency experiments for 5 of the 6 samples. The sixth sample, which contains a chrome

grating was not tested.

Table V. Results of Diffraction Grating Experiments

Grating Polari- Prop. Diffr. Refr.
Waveguide Material zation Dir. Eft. Index

PP-Y-1 AsS 3  TE X 94.6 % n
TM X 60.3% no
TE Z 65.2% no
TM Z 29.7% no

ZY-6 AsS 3  TE X 41.8 % n
TM X 27.1% no
TE Y 8.1% no
TM Y 50.0% no

PP-Y-2 Aluminum TE Z 0.1 % no
TM Z 36.3 % no
TE X 28.3 % no
TM X 47.8% no

ZZ-6 Aluminum TE X 1.9 % no
TM X 42.7% no
TE Y 1.9% no
TM Y 38.5% no

PP-Y-3 CHROME TE X 1.3% no
TM X 9.1% no
TE Z 2.3% no
TM Z 13.6 % no

Processor Waveguide Fabrication

All of the waveguides fabricated for the diffraction grating experiments had a single

mode at A= 840 nam. Although they were never tested with X= 783 nm (the design wavelength for

processor) it is believed that they would have two modes.

To determine the proper recipe to yield single mode guides for Z-cut LiNbO3 at A= 783

nm a number of test waveguides were fabricated. The following trial recipe was used to make

the waveguides; the variation from the previous recipe should be noted.

CRYSTAL CUT: Z
TITANIUM THICKNESS: 250 A
DIFFUSION TEMPERATURE: 1000 C
DIFFUSION TIME: 5 hours
OUT-DIFFUSION SUPPRESSION: 4 SCCM flowing 0.,

The waveguides were tested using a HeNe laser (A= 632.3 nm). Two of the waveguides

had TiO, residue on the surface and were highly scattering. The third waveguide, fabricated
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separately, has low scattiring and was a good waveguide. Figure 9 shows the mode plots of the
waveguide at A- 632.8 nm for both TE and TM polarizations.

From Table V one can see that the As2S3 grating was the most efficient, as one might
expect. However, it is significant that many of the metal gratings efficiently diffract the light
and that with most of the metal gratings the TM polarized light was diffracted with higher
efficiency than the TE polarized light, even though there was no buffer layer between the metal
grating and the waveguides. It was therefore concluded that the TM modes interact more
strongly with the metal electrodes than the TE modesso, a buffer layer will certainly be needed
for TM operation. Such a layer might also be needed for TE operation.

Modulator Fabrication and Evaluation
In this section we outline the parameters and methods for fabricating the

electrooptic modulators using the pipelined polynomial processor mask. We then report the
results of the fundamental modulator evaluations.

Modulator Fabrication
Several planar integrated-optic waveguides were fabricated on I inch by 1 inch, Z-cut

lithium niobate samples using the following (final) fabrication parameters.

Titanium Thickness 250A
Diffusion Time 6 Hours
Diffusion Temperature 10006C

The out diffusion of lithium was suppressed by flowing 0. over the samples and placing two
boats of lithium niobate powder next to the samples during diffusion. The waveguides were
evaluated to determine the number of modes with HeNe light. Most had one dominant mode for
both TE and TM light and a weak higher order mode. The samples were polished for 3 hours.
This reduced the surface roughness and suppressed the higher-order modes.

The electrode structure was delineated onto the waveguide surface using image reversal
techniques, since the photomask was a dark-field mask. The 10-step procedure used is listed in

Table VI
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1, x V x 1.5 M

- Z-cut
- 250 A thickness

5 hours
(LI~bO3 powder)2

1- 632.8 nm
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Figure 9. Mode Plots for Z-cut Lithium Niobate Waveguide (A=632.3 am: Ti thickness = 250A;
diffusion time = 5 hours; diffusion temperature = 1000C).
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Sample Characterization
One sample, Z-6, was evaluated using both TE and TM polarization using a HeNe

laser beam propagating along the y axis. Prism

coupling was used to couple the light into the Table VI. Electrode Delineation Procedure
waveguide. A small prism was placed

between the two gratings to couple the 1. Clean waveguides and mask.
diffracted and undiffracted light out of the 2. Evaporate 1000A chrome ontowaveguide surface.
waveguide. 3. Spin on PO5 photoresist with 1% (by

As expected, TM modes were highly weight) Imidazole at 4000 rpm for
40 sec.

absorbed by the chrome electrodes. The TE 4. Bake photoresist coated sample at
polarized light propagated with little 85"C for 30 minutes.

5. Expose sample through dark-fieldattenuation. mask for 5 sec:nds using heavy
Figure 10 shows the diffraction finger pressure to achieve intimate

contactefficiency as a function of voltage for both 6. Bake sample at 100*C for 30
TM and TE polarized light. For the TM minutes.
polarized light a maximum diffraction 7. Flood expose sample for 10 seconds.8. Develop photoresist in P-2
efficiency of about 80% was measured at 12 developer for 8 seconds.

9. Etch chrome with GF Smith Etchantvolts, with a diffracted power of for 75 seconds.
0.0266 ;4watts. For TE polarized light, the 10. Strip photoresist with acetone.
measured maximum diffraction efficiency was

96.5%, with a diffracted power of 0.845

jiwatts.

Significant 'charging effects' were found with the Z-cut crystal. 40 volts was applied to
the electrodes for a few minutes, then quickly the voltage was quickly set to zero. A residual
30% diffraction efficiency was then found. This residual was reduced to zero only by the
application of 6 volts in the reverse direction. This charging effect is observed only with z-cut
crystals, and is a disadvantage to using this cut.

PROCESSOR EVALUATION

Initial evaluation of the processor components were made in X- and Y-cut crystals for
convenience and to eliminate the DC charging effects and the attenuation of TM polarized light
observed with Z-cut cryetals.

Portions of the p, :elined polynominal processor were fabricated on several Y-cut and X-
cut lithium niobate samples containing good planar optical waveguides. The mode indices for the
six waveguide samples were measured using a computer-controlled apparatus. Three laser sources
were used in the evaluation: a HeNe laser (A= 63 .A nm), a Sharp laser diode (A= 784 nrr and a
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Hitachi laser diode (A- 840 nm). The measured mode indices for the waveguide samples are

summarized in Table VII.

The diffraction efficiency of several electrooptic gratings were measured as a function of

Table VU. Measured Mode Indices for Planar Optical Waveguides

< ----- Refractive Index ---- >
Sample Wavelength Bulk TEO TE1

PPY- I 632.8nm 2.2024 2.2060 2.2027
784nm 2.1772 2.1798 2.1774

PPY-4 632.8nm 2.2064 2.2029
784nm 2.1770 2.1809 2.1772
840nm 2.1716 2.1743 2.2172

AX-2 784nm 2.1780 2.1782

AX-3 784nm 2.1778 2.1784

221-Y 784nm 2.1776 2.180 2.1781

241-Y 784nm 2.1778 2.1783

applied voltage. Figure I l(a) and Figure I l(b) show the diffraction efficiency curves for an

adder grating at wavelengths of 632.8 nm and 784 nm, respectively.

All of the sample processors contained adder grating A I and multiplier grating M2, which

were used in all of the initial experiments. The Bragg angle of both the multiplier and adder

gratings was measured and an apparent angular misalignment between the adjacent gratings was

found and quantified. The Bragg angles were determined by precisely measuring the angular

alignment of the lithium niobate substrate when maximum Bragg diffraction of the electrooptic

modulators occurred with light propagating from below the grating (-4%) and with light

propagating from above the grating (+%)*. These precise angular measurements along with the

mode indices were used to determine the Bragg angle using the equation:

= (e -8.)/(Zn) (52)

Strictly speaking, these measurements determined the deflection produced by the
gratings; the actual Bragg angles, measured relative to the grating fingers, deviates slightly
from half of the deflection angle because of anisotropic diffraction in the x- or y- cut
crystals. This effect will not occur in z-cut crystals. This is discussed more at the end of
the report.
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where q and a are the angular positions of the substrates when maximum Bragg diffraction

occurs, and n is the mode index of the planar optical waveguide.
The angular misalignment between adjacent electrooptic gratings was determined by

orienting the light so that it is incident on the adder grating at the positive Bragg angle (%,) and
incident angle the multiplier a: the negative Bragg angle (-eBM), as shown schematically in
Figure 12. If the two adjacent gratings were perfectly aligned and their voltages were adjusted
for less than 100% diffraction efficiency, then we would expect to see an undiffracted beam
parallel to the incident beam, a diffracted spot from the adder grating on one side of the
undiffracted spot and a diffracted spot from the multiplier grating on the other side of the
undiffracted spot.

The angular misalignment was determined by measuring the angular orientation of the
lithium niobate substrate when maximum*Bragg diffraction occurred for the adder grating and
the multiplier grating. These angular measurements along with the mode indices are used to

determine the angular misalignment using the expression

=A -eAA -eiM)In (53)
where ( and E are the measured orientations of the substrate for maximum Bragg diffraction

by the adder and multiplier, respectively, and a is the mode index of the planar optical
waveguide. The measured Bragg angles and angular misalignments are summarized in Table VHI.

It is interesting to note that the measured Bragg angles at the design wavelength (A - 784
am) are very close to the design values (within the measurement capability) but the angular

misalignment at that wavelength is significant (this misalignment limited the double diffraction
efficiency to less than 20%). The photomask angles were measured under a microscope with a
precision rotation stage and found that the angles were as specified to the measurement accuracy.
Extrapolation of the angular misalignment data at wavelengths of 632.8 nm and 784 am led to the

estimate that the angular misalignment would be zero at a wavelength of 840 nm. This was then
verified on two samples (PPY-I and PPY-4) using the Hitachi laser diode. The explanation for

thie apparent misalignment is given in the next section.

ANISOTROPIC DIFFRACTION

The initial evaluation studies made on adjacent gratings for the processor were made, as
indicated earlier, on samples fabricated upon x- and y- cut cr -tals, using TE-polarized light.

The device was designed, however, for z-cut crystals and TM-polarized light. Because LiNbO3 is
a uniaxial crystal, light of only two (orthogonal) polarizations, called ordinary and extraordinary
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*Light
Diffracted

By A2

Undiffracted
Light

Light
Diffracted

M2 By M2

A2

Figure 12. Schematic representation of light propagating through two adjacent electrooptic
modulators. Perfect angular alignment will result in simultaneous diffraction by gratings Aq and Ml..
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Table VIII. Measured Bragg Angles and Angular Misalignments

< ---- Bragg Angles ---- > Angular
Wavelength Mode Adder Multiplier Misalignment

Sample (nm) Index (deg) (deg) (deg)

PPY- 1 632.8 2.206 1.36 1.59 1.13
784 2.1798 1.72 2.03 0.31
840 2.1743a 1.84 2.17 0

PPY-4 632.8 2.2064 1.36 1.61 1.10
784 2.1809 0.31
840 2.1743 1.84 2.17 0

AX-2 784 2.1782 1.68 2.03 0.23

AX-3 784 2.1784 1.72 2.15 0.34
221-Y 784 2.18 1.76 2.03 0.31
241-Y 784 2.1783 1.76 2.03 0.31

'The mode index of PPY- I at 840 nm was not measured. The value for PPY-4 was used

polarizations, can propagate in the material. Light entering the crystal polarized in other

directions excites a superposition of these two eigen-polarizations.

In waveguides fabricated upon an x- or a y-cut crystal (crystal surface perpendicular to

the x or y crystallographic direction, resp.), light polarized in the waveguide plane corresponds to

the extraordinary polarization, and its effective refractive index varies with propagation direction

within the plane of the guide, in an elliptical fashion. For light that propagates along the z-axis,

the extraordinary index is equal to the maximum extraordinary index, n., while light propagating

along the x axis sees the minimum extraordinary index, n. The conditions for Bragg diffraction

are altered by this direction dependence of the effective modal index of refraction. This

alteration is small if the propagation directions are close to the crystalline axes (either x or y), as

is the case under consideration. However, this small change is highly significant for gratings

having a low ratio of period to grating thickness, because this ratio governs the sensitivity of the

diffraction efficiency to deviations from Bragg incidence. For our processor gratings, this ratio

is in the range .006 for the adder gratings to .005 for the multiplier gratings.

Fortunately, the change in Bragg angle due to anisotropic diffraction can be calculated

exactly. The relevant formulas are as follows:

tan(%) = [yon0
2 + mR]/[myrn. 2 - RI (54)

where

Yo2 - F(l - F[nsin(O)/Zn.noI2 ) (55)

R Fnsin(o)/2 (56)
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ng = K/k (57)

F-no2 + m 2 n. 2  (58)

m - cot() (59)

In these equations, no and n. are the maximum and minimum values of extraordinary index for

LiNbO 3, mentioned earlier, 0 is the deviation of the grating vector, K, from the y-axis; K is the

magnitude of the grating vector,

K - 21/A; (60)

A is the grating period; n. is the grating 'index", or normalized grating vector,

ng M K/k, k - 2Tr/A (61)

and Ais the vacuum wavelength of the light. Using this formula and the design parameters for
the device, we find that the Bragg angle for the adder grating is 5.676 0, against the design value

for z-cut crystals and TM light of 5.400. The difference, 0.280, is very close to the measured

value of 0.31' (for A- 0.784 jim).

The multiplier gratings are unslanted, i.e., & points along a crystalline axis, = 0, and m

becomes infinite. It is easier to treat this case directly; the resultant formula is

tan(%) - (n 1 /n.)/tl-(nr/n 0 )2 ]1/ 2 . (62)

The calculated deviation from the designed Bragg angle of 2.00 is less than 0.0010

We conclude from this that the apparent misalignment of the gratings is simply the result

of anisotropic diffraction, and not any error in the mask manufacture. When z-cut crystals were

used, this effect was not present.

FABRICATION ON Z-CQUT SUBSTRATES.

Two z-cut devices each with three electrooptic gratings and one z-cut device on a 3-inch

long substrate with all seven electrooptic gratings were fabricated. Table IX summarizes the

fabrication process.

EVALUATION OF Z-CUT PROCESSORS
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Table IX. Fabrication Parameters for Pipelined Polynomial Processor

Substrate:

Material Lithium Niobate
Crystal Cut Z-Cut

Wavezuide: (Ti Indiffused LiNbO3 )

Ti Thickness 220A
Diffusion Temperature 10004C
Diffusion Time 5 Hours
Diffusion Suppression 50 SCCM 0 + Powdered LiNbO3

Buffer Layer,

Material 7059 Glass
Thickness 1500A
Anneal Temperature 600"C
Anneal Time % 70 Hours

Electrodes:

Material Aluminum
Thickness 1000A

After successfully fabricating several z-cut device samples the diffraction efficiency was

evaluated as a function of electrode voltage and the angular alignment and X-Y position of the

electrodes. It was found that the voltages required for maximum diffraction are very large,

which is expected because of the low dielectric constant of the buffer layer. Voltages between 45

and 55 volts are required to achieve maximum diffraction efficiency (>95%).

The angular alignment between adjacent gratings was found to be correct in these

samples, verifying that anisotropic diffraction was responsible for the apparent misalignment.

More then 95% of the incident light was diffracted with an adder grating (A 2) and more than

95% of this singly-diffracted light was diffracted through a second electrooptic grating.

The possibility of X-Y position misalignment between adjacent electrooptic gratings was

investigated by simultaneously illuminating both an adder grating (A,) and a multiplier grating

(Mn). The input laser light from a Sharp laser diode (A. 784 nm) was oriented so that it was

incident on the adder grating at the positive Bragg angle (+eSA) and incident on the multiplier

grating at the negative Bragg angle (-%M), as shown schematically in Figure 12. When a 2-mm-

diameter beam was used to illuminate the grating some stray undiffracted light from the edge of

A., did reach M. and was subsequently diffracted. When the aperture was reduced to I mm this

stray light did not reach M., leading to the (incorrect) belief that the gratings were positioned

correctly. Later studies revealed that the multiplier gratings were, because of a design error,
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placed just twice as far from the SA as they should be, leading to a useful aperture of 0.5 mm

instead of the designed 1.0 mm.

Figure 13(a) and Figure 13(b) show the resulting output spots for two test cases. In case 1

the laser beam was oriented as shown schematically in Figure 12, and 15 volts (expect a low

diffraction efficiency) were applied to M, and 0 volts (zero diffraction efficiency) to A2. The

resulting photograph, shown in Figure 13(a), shows the undiffracted light (zero-order beam) and

a small amount of light diffracted by M2.

Figure 13(b) shows the second case which is identical to case 1 (15 volts on M,) except

that 50 volts (expect high diffraction efficiency) are applied to A2. The photo shows very little

light in the zero-order beam, and a bright spot representing the light diffracted by A2 . Very

little light made it to M, and, consequently, no detectable light was diffracted by M2 .
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NI2  0 A,

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. IMAgeS Of diffracted and undiffracted light from two adjacent modulators. (a) 0 V on
A, 15 V on 'vf,; (b) 50 V on A1, 15 V on NI,
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IMPLEMENTATION OF SQUARE-ROOT PROCESSOR

INTRODUCTION

In this section, the generation of second-order polynomial x2-N=O is discussed.

The motivation for implementing this simple device is that its positive zero is the square

root of N. The rapid evaluation of square roots has applications in radar processing;

this application represents the simplest use of a polynomial processor to perform a non-

trivia- eperticn.

The device was implemented using sample #PPZ-4. This sample contained three

gratings, the first and third of which were driven in parallel to represent the value of x,

while the center grating acted as a mirror. Light from a laser diode (LD #175) was

prism coupled into the sample such that it was incident on the first grating at the Bragg

angle. Light was prism coupled out of the waveguide and detected using a power meter.

The output of the power meter was fed into an op-amp circuit as the non-inverted input

while a d.c. voltage was used as the inverted input, representing the constant, N. The

output of the op-amp circuit was viewed on an oscilloscope where the data could be

graphically interpreted. The functionality of the device was evaluated by varying the d.c.

input and observing the oscilloscope trace.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The waveguide sample that we used was designed as having two adder gratings

separated by a multiplier grating. In the experiment, the roles of these gratings were

reversed, with the two adder gratings functioning as multipliers, and the single multiplier

as the mirror. Figure 14 shows the layout of the sample where M1 and M2 denote the

first and second multiplier gratings (tilted adder grating in fact); A 1 denotes the mirror

gratiag (an untilted multiplier grating) and S1 denotes the input laser beam. Light is

coupled into the sample from the left at the Bragg angle for M1. The diffracted light in

the first order is

II = liin2(aV)
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S1 A

Figure 14. Spatial layout of PPZ-4 device. S, denotes the input laser beam. M, and M. denote
the rnultilier gratings, and A1 denotes the aiddir grating.
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where I is the intensity of light in the first order diffracted beam, Ii is the intensiy o_

the incident beam on the grating, a is a constant and V is the voltage applied to the

grating. In order to achieve linear proportionality between tk; u-fracted light and the

applied voltage, the voltage applied to the first and third gratings was made artificially
proportional to the arcsine of xI / 2 * and the voltage applied to the second (middle)

grating was a constant d.c. value. Therefore, that,

11' = IJjsn 2 (arcsin[x'/ 2 ]) = lix

12" = Ii'sin 2 (C ) = Iialx,

13, = I2,sin 2(arcsin[x 1/ 2]) =ialx2.

where Ii" is the diffracted intensity from the ith grating and Ii is the intensity incident on

the first gating. a, is a constant, representing the coefficient "1", and x is a variable that

we will ramp linearly.

The arcsine of x1/ 2 voltage was generated by a programmable function generator

(see Figure 15). The output of the function generator was then amplified by an audio

amplifier to increase the voltage of the signal to the appropriate level to drive the

multiplier gratings at their peak efficiency(- 45 volts). To assure that the output from

the amplifier was always a positive voltage, it was necessary to add a clamping circuit to

the amplifier output. An unfortunate drawback of this design is the .7 volt drop that

occurs across the diode in the clamping circuit which is significant to our output for

small values of x. This drop (-.7 volts) can be seen in the lower left comer of Figure 15.

The sin -(Vx)processing is needed because of the nonlinear response of the grating
to applied voltage. In practice, one would be more likely to utilize the 10 device directly,
then remove the nonlinearity in post processing.
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arcsin(xl/2)

Figure 15. Waveform generated by the function generator to drive the multiplier gratings. The
horizontal trace at the bottom of the figure is the zero voltage level. Note the section of the curve
at the far left of the trace.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The laboratory equipment setup as previously described is shown in Figure 16. The

multiplier gratings were driven at 49 Hz with a peak voltage of -45 volts. The mirror
grating had a d.c. voltage of 45.4 volts applied to it. Figure 17 shows the diffracted

orders that arise from each of the gratings. In the laboratory, the function generator
voltage was applied to grating M1 and a D.C. voltage to A1 with grating M2

disconnected. The detector was then set to detect beam M20 in Figure 17. The

oscilloscope trace of that detected signal is shown in Figure 18. Notice that the detected

amplitude ramps linearly with x over most of the excursion range. Next, grating M2 was
connected to the function generator and the signal labeled "output" in Figure 17 was

detected. This signal is shown in Figure 19. Finally, the device output was connected to
a comparator circuit shown in Figure 20. The output of this circuit was monitored on

the oscilloscope. The trace in Figure 21 shows the output of the comparator given the

detected power from the first diffracted order of the third grating (alx2) and a d.c.
voltage (-a(). The point where the curve crosses the horizontal trace (representing 0

volts) corresponds to the value of x for which,

ax 2 - ao = 0.

Now, it is a matter of determining the value of "a," (which comes from the diffraction of

the adder gating) and knowing the value of "a0"(the value of the d.c. inrnut to the op-
amp circuit). The value of x can be read directly off of the function generator a-id by

substituting the values of a,, io and x into the above equation, the accuracy of the

device may be determined.
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Figure 18. Oscilloscope trace of beam All (or M.0) with grating NI2 turned off. The horizontal
trace in the figure represents the zero level.
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Figure 19. Oscilloscope trace of the first diffracted order from the second multiplier grating. The
ringing at the left is due to the detector. Lower trace: zero-voltage level.
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Figure 21. Oscilloscope trace showing adjustment of the d.c. lev'el to set the zero of the output
signal.
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RE-DESIGN FOR Y-CUT CRYSTALS

Following the discovery that an error had been made in the mask design,

resulting in the restriction of beam width to 0.5 ram, and in consideration of the

difficulties and high voltages required to operate using a z-cut crystal, it was decided to

evaluate the possibility of redesigning the processor mask for operation on a y-cut

crystal. In this section, we discuss the tradeoffs involved in the redesign and the actual

redesigned parameters of the mask.

DESIGN TRADEOFFS

Selection of v-Cut Crystals

In moving away from the use of z-cut LiNbO 3, we could use either x-cut or y-cut

crystals. The operation of the device on either crystal cut would be the same: the

refractive indices, electrooptic coefficients and quality of waveguides are basically the

same for the two cuts, especially since the system axis would align with a principal axis

of the uniaxial crystal. The selection of y-cut crystals was made on the basis of device

size alone: it is difficult to grow crystals of LiNbO 3 both sufficiently free of striations for

low-loss waveguiding and sufficiently large for this application. On the contrary, large y-

cut crystals of excellent quality are routinely grown and available. There were no other

criteria considered.

Prouagation Direction and Polarization

For butt-coupled laser-diode coefficient sources, as pointed out earlier, it is

important that the low-divergence direction of the laser output - that is, the plane of the

junction - be oriented normal to the waveguide plane. For the Sharp laser diodes, the

light is polarized with the electric field in the plane of the diode juction, so this

requirement would dictate the use of TM modes. However, the planned use of external

optics and an external coupling jig relieves us of this requirement, and we are able to

use TE light. This is an advantage for two reasons:
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The TE modes of optical waveguides are much less sensitive to the

presence of metal electrodes on the waveguide surface than are the TM

modes. This is partly due to the fact that the TM modes, but not the TE
modes, couple strongly to surface plasmons in the metal. This means that
the buffer layer between the surface electrodes and the waveguide surface

can be made thinner This results in better overlap between the applied

field and the optical field, and therefore to a lower operating voltage.

The electrooptic gratings can utilize the r3 3 electrooptic coefficient and an

electric field tangential to the surface of the guide. This also leads to

lower operating voltage, because r3 3 is large and because the tangential

field is continuous across the interfaces. The TM mode, in contrast,

utilizes only the smaller r22 and r13 coefficients; further, Ey is normal to

the guide and is significantly diminished on passage into the waveguide

because of the relatively high dielectric constant of LiNbO 3 .

These considerations lead to the choice of y-cut, x-propagating TE modes.

Anisotrovic Diffraction

The only disadvantage to the use of TE modes in y-cut crystals is that the

refractive index of the modes depends upon the propagation direction. This means that

the diffraction by the gratings is anisotropic. However, this is a problem only at the

design level, and not a significant one there. The design can proceed as if the guide

were isotropic, then corrected afterwards by recalculating the grating period and the

orientation of its K vector. In practice, the change in period is far to small to be

significant for electrooptic gratings. The change in orientation of K, while small is very

significant, but easily calculated. It should be noted that only the diffraction from the

adder gratings is anisotropic; the multiplier gratings are untilted; so, at Bragg incidence,

the diffraction is isotropic.

Because of this design-process simplicity, the presence of anisotropic diffraction at

the adder gratings was considered a minor inconvenience.

REDESIGN PAR-METERS
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The Redesign Process

The principal redesign effort, once the tradeoffs of the last section were

considered, consisted of first modifying (and correcting the segment that led to the error

in the first mask) an already-designed spreadsheet template to incorporate the

anisotropic diffraction and then calculating the new parameters. Because both a TM

mode in a z-cut crystal (first design) and a TE mode in a y-cut crystal (redesign)

correspond to the extraordinary polarization for the crystal, no change in the effective

mode index was needed, nor were any changes needed in the target period and angular

relations for the gratings. The design procedure, then, was to calculate the mask

parameters as if the crystal were isotropic, then calculating the change in period and

orientation for the adder gratings.

The main burden of the redesign process was to ensure, to the best degree

possible, that the design parameters were correct. To do this, the parameters for grating

position and rotation angle were used to generate an AutoCad* drawing. Greatly

magnified views of this drawing were viewed and printed to ensure accurate passing of

the beam from one grating to the next. Only when the device was fully examined was

the order for the new mask placed.

New Design Parameters

As expected, the calculated change in period was only of order 0.001 Am, far too

small to affect fabrication of mask or of electrodes. The final change in adder

orientation was found to be only about 0.26 o. This should be compared with the

angular acceptance range for these gratings of about 0.34 o. Finally, the offset of the

multiplier gratings, erroneously set at ± 0.55. mm in the first mask, was corrected to

±0.276 mm.

The modified data are displayed in Table X, where the changed data are

emphasized.

FABRICATION OF NEW PROCESSOR SAMPLES

Upon receipt, the new photomask was shipped to Battelle-Columbus Laboratories

with a 3' wafer of y-cut LiNbO3 . There, waveguides were formed using the procedures

AutoCad is a registered trade mark of Autodesk, Inc.
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developed for y-cut guides and processor-electrode samples were placed for initial

testing. Al electrodes were used to reduce the perturbation on the unbuffered

waveguide modes. It was found that, while the losses due to the electrodes were small,

there was a tendency for the guided beams to break up. Hence, a thin buffer layer of

SiO 2 was placed on the guides and annealed. The resulting processor samples were

tested, with the results listed below:

1. All gratings showed diffraction efficiency > 95%.

2. The voltages required were significantly lower than those needed for the z-cut

samples.

3. The gratings are aligned properly, and correct handoff was observed.

Three samples were prepared, two of which were of good quality. These have

been shipped to Georgia Tech for processor-operation evaluation.
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Table X. Final Device Parameters

General Data:

Operating Wavelength 0.783 pm
Substrate Index 2.1784
Surface Index 2.1834
Superstrate Index cE:jnd - .
Effective Index of Guided Mode 2.1799
Electrooptic Coefficient 3.05x 1°0 s / m/V
Fill Factor 0.3

Multiplier Grating Data:

Bragg Angle 2.0 deg
Period 5.14 pm
Depth (Finger Overlap) 1.00 mm
Height 1.20 mm
Nath parameter @100% d.e. (;u16.75 V) 27

Adder Grating Da.a:

Bragg Angle 1.7 deg
Period 6.06 pm
Depth (Finger Overlap) 1.00 mm
Height 1.20 mm
Nath parameter @ 100 % d.e. (l9.65V) 20

Grating Placement Data:

Spacing between adder gratings on S.A. 15.76 mm
Center of first adder on SA (A ) 10.628 mm
Center of second adder on SA (A1) 26.389 mm
Center of third adder on SA (A2) 42.150 mm
Center of fourth adder on SA (A3 ) 57.911 mm
Tilt angle of adder gratings io:4 *deg
Vertical offset of multiplier gratings tO.276 mm
Center of first multiplier grating (MI) 18.509 mm
Center of second multiplier grating (M2) 34.270 mm
Center of third multiplier grating (M3) 50.031 mm

Source Spacing Data:

Position of first source (S.) 1.00 mm
Spacing between sources 2.96 mm

Ch n- inader grating: tiltanglt ... Q. 556: deg
Change i adder-gratipng period m

C + + +!t: +7 + _-g m 8 +: + .............+: .........i?+i+i++++++i++++i++ ++ i++:i++i++++++i +++:i+:+++ i+++++++i+: ++: +i:i + i+ii+i+ +i:i. +++:i+iiii+i+ ++ii i +
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

9BA Bragg angle for 'adder' gratings.

OBM Bragg angle for "multiplier" gratings
go Angle between coefficient beams and system axis

SA System Axis
p Nath parameter for gratings

)b Vacuum wavelength of light used

A Grating Period

no  Average refractive index in grating region

ni refractive- index modulation comprising the grating
77 diffraction efficiency for general incidence

FIB diffraction efficiency at Bragg incidence
V dimensionless parameter (determines TB)

dimensionless parameter (detuning from 9B)

dephasing factor

X,, = x-coordinate (along SA) of center of adder * i
X.i = x-coordinate (along SA) of center of multiplier ;*i

YW - y-coordinate (from SA) of center of multiplier #I
S = spacing between coefficient beams

Si position of i-th coefficient source, measured from origin along perpendicular to the

coefficient beams:

S=S3 +S; S. =-S; S -- 2S

hA = height of an adder grating (number of periods times the length of a period)

hM = height of a multiplier grating

w, W = the width of the optical beam
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